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To the Editor,

We appreciate the interest from Dr. Biro1 in our article

addressing the anesthetic and other related implications of

interventional pulmonology procedures,2 in particular, the

specific comments regarding jet ventilation. With respect

to the Venturi effect, we agree completely that this

phenomenon, which resembles entrainment, would tend

to decrease the fraction of inspired oxygen and increase the

delivered tidal volume. Regarding driving pressure, in our

clinical practice, we find that manipulation of the driving

pressure is the most reliable way to adjust ventilation. Our

use of the term ‘‘conventional ventilation periods’’ refers to

a switching of the ventilator to a low frequency ventilator

with a semi-closed circuit and end-tidal CO2 monitoring to

ascertain the CO2 level. In the special circumstance where

obstruction prevents the outflow of gas, your comment that

‘‘the real protection against barotrauma is continuous

measurement of the airway pressure using a separate

[distal] lumen’’ is extremely valuable. While we do agree

with the ‘‘safety feature’’ of the automatic shutdown, we

are not aware of any published evidence. Your comments

about auto-positive end-expiratory pressure not being a

major contributor to barotrauma in these cases conform to

those in our original article. In addition, your remarks

about dry gas during short cases and the benefits of

humidification during long cases are also shared. We thank

you for bringing attention to these useful clinical aspects of

jet ventilation in interventional pulmonary procedures.
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